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Online Art Resources from China and Taiwan

China Art Digital Library

LionArt Digital Archive

Chinese Social Science Library e-books

Apabi e-books
Online Art Resources from Russia

LEF

Krokodil

Iskusstvo Kino

Kino-fot

Kino-zhurnal A.R.K.

E-books
Print Books

- Approval plans
- Firm orders
- Standing orders
- Suggestion lists once a month by e-mail
- Full MARC records for selected languages
Print Books Coverage

Geography
- Former Soviet Union countries: Russia, Ukraine, Central Asia, Caucasus, etc.
- Eastern Europe: Hungary, Croatia, Romania, Macedonia, etc.
- Asia: China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Turkey and more

Types of Publications
- Museum publications
- Exhibition catalogs
- Bibliographies
- Monographs by most prominent as well as regional publishers
- Low print run books
Art Journals

• More than 500 serials on fine arts from countries of Russia/FSU, Eastern Europe, Asia, Middle East, and more

• 2021 catalogue is coming soon

• Title updates every quarter

• EDI and automatic e-mail of invoices

• Free claim replacement

• Orders can start from any time of the year
Thank you!